The *Los Angeles Review of Books* China Channel goes beyond the headlines and brings to life Chinese culture, society and history in all its addictive complexity. We look at China’s politics and economics, but also its comic books, crossdressers and philosophy, at new memes and hidden histories. We appeal to the general reader and the seasoned China hand alike, and strive to bring more voices from China to the English-speaking world. Above all, we take ‘China’ to mean more than just the People’s Republic Of, but to encompass the broader Sinosphere and the Chinese diaspora, publishing reviews, essays, podcasts, photography and more from a roster of China experts, academics and enthusiasts that includes novelist Yu Hua, academic Geremie Barmé, feminist activist Lü Pin, and bestselling author Paul French.

**Highlights**

> Four Fates in a Changing China – Exclusive new essay by Yu Hua, translated by Allan H. Barr  
> Philosopher King – The classical philosophy that Xi Jinping ignores, by Sam Crane  
> Gone But Not Forgotten – Why Feminist Voices will never die in China, by Lü Pin  
> How Britain’s First Mission to China Went Wrong – The flubbed Macartney mission, by Stephen R. Platt

**Global Readership**

More than **19,000** users read China Channel every month across our website and social media/email platforms. With almost **60%** of our audience coming from outside the United States, China Channel has a truly global readership. Our parent site, LARB, regularly promotes our content on their website and in their weekly newsletter, expanding our reach to over **200,000** monthly readers.

> 13.2K unique visitors to our website per month  
> 21.1K monthly pageviews; over 1 minute per session  
> 2.8K Twitter followers and 68.6K impressions (March 2019)  
> 1.8K Facebook followers and likes  
> 1.2K newsletter subscribers

“Those looking for crisply written and authoritative analyses of Chinese politics and culture will be generously rewarded at the China Channel.” – Pankaj Mishra, author of *Age of Anger*
“China journalists, scholars and students write about what makes the country tick, with the careful attentiveness and expertise of true enthusiasts.” –Helen Gao, *New York Times* op-ed writer

**Funding & Advertisement**

Both the China Channel and LARB are non-profit media organizations, and LARB holds non-profit 501(c)(3) status in the US. The China Channel is funded by a grant from the Henry Luce Foundation through June 2019, and receives further support the Long US-China Institute at the University of California-Irvine, as well as from individual readers who donate to our translations fund on [Patreon](https://www.patreon.com). We also offer advertisements to support operating costs.

As we seek to diversify our sources of funding and ensure the continuity and growth of our project, China Channel is pleased to offer ad packages to publishers of **$250 per month** for a side column ad, **$350 per month** for a banner ad directly below the masthead, and for **$500 per month** for both advertising slots, as well as an additional **$150 per month** to advertise with a banner at the top of our weekly newsletter. We are particularly interested in advertising new China titles and media outlets that will broadly appeal to intellectually curious readers, as well as drawing our audience’s attention to the back catalogues of publishers with strong China lists.

**How Your Advert Will Look**

- **Top banner** (800x200 pixels, image left above): $350/month
- **Side column tower** (230x500 pixels, image right): $250/month
- **Double package** – top banner and side column tower: $500/month
- **Newsletter banner** (800x200 pixels, image left below): ¥150/month

For more information and to place an advertisement, contact us at:

[INFO@CHINACHANNEL.ORG](mailto:INFO@CHINACHANNEL.ORG)